INTRODUCTION
The entire field of network security is vast and in an evolutionary stage. The range of study encompasses a brief history dating back to internet's beginnings and the current development in network security. In order to understand the research being performed today, background knowledge of the internet, its vulnerabilities, attack methods through the internet, and security technology is important and therefore they are reviewed. Micropayments refer to low value financial transaction ranging from several pennies to a few dollars. At present, a large portion of electronic commerce occurring in the mobile data network belong to the category of micropayments, such as ringing tone download, news subscription, etc. Although the amount of each single transaction in micropayments is small, the number of users and transactions is large. A small percentage loss due to insecure transaction on fraud will be enlarged to a big sum. Thus, an important issue of micropayments is security.
Many achievements on micropayment and its security are gained by researchers and cryptographers [3] . All these can be classified into script-based, hashchain-based and macropayment-based categories. Millicent [4] [5], a scriptbased micropayment, introduces a kind of currency-scrip, which is digital money that is issued by a single vendor. It uses no public-key cryptography and is optimized for repeated micropayments to the same vendor. Its distributed approach allows a micropayment to be validated and double spending prevented without the overhead of contacting the broker online during purchase.
Diffie-Hellman in SSL: Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a cryptographic protocol developed by Netscape in 1995. SSL V3.0 has since become the predominant method and defacto standard for securing information flow between web users and web servers.
Diffie-Hellman in SSH: Secure Shell (SSH) is a protocol and program used to encrypt traffic between two computers. This is most commonly done as a secure replacement for tools like telnet, ftp and the Berkeley "r" commands (rlogin, rsh, etc,)
II.
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Principles
The principles in the design of AMA are as following:  Shifting as much computational effort as possible from the user side to the network side because the customer represented by a mobile phone/smartcard has limited computational capabilities and storage.  Allowing customer to get micropayment services from any domain at any place as soon as possible because the response time of micropayment systems is important to the users in the business world.  Allowing new users and new merchants to join at any time.  Limited fairness in micropayments because the cost of complete fairness is very expensive.
Public Key Cryptography (PKC) is higher than that of symmetric key cryptography (SKC). This combined authentication method is enough safe for mobile micropayments. Three is similar to Kerberos protocol [6] . Because there is the fewest interaction paths with the customer in model one. Clearing and settlement Center (CS) is established to handle all fund transfers between customers and merchants.
Although CC and CS are security bottlenecks and performance bottlenecks of the whole system, the simplicity of trust model and debit model structure can reduce the transaction cost significantly.
Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Algorithm
 Global Public Elements: Prime number q; α < q and α is a primitive root of q. 
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
Eun-Jun Yoon et al. [7] proposed an efficient Diffie-Hellman-MAC key exchange scheme providing same securities as proposed by Jeong et al. who proposed a strong Diffie-Hellman-DSA key exchange scheme providing security against session state reveal attacks as well as forward secrecy and key independence.
Emmanuel Bresson et al. [8] has investigated the Group Diffie-Hellman protocols for authenticated key exchange (AKE) are designed to provide a pool of players with a shared secret key which may later be used, for example, to achieve multicast message integrity.
F. Lynn Mcnulty [9] has drawn attention to the national and societal view of the role of encryption will be one of the defining issues for our culture in the twenty-first century SANS Institute Info Sec Reading Room [10] has investigated the overview of the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange algorithm and review several common cryptographic techniques in use on the Internet today that incorporate diffie-Hellman.
Michel Abdalla [18] discussed a Diffie-Hellman based encryption scheme, DHIES (formerly named DHES and DHAES), which is now in several (draft) standards. The scheme is as efficient as ElGamal encryption, but has stronger security properties.
IV.
AMA USING DIFFIE HELLMAN
Principles and Notations
All the parties involved in the micropayment systems are called principals. All principals communicate through wireless and wired network. Basic principals in micropayment systems are merchant, customer, credential center, clearing and settlement center. The following goals are to be achieved for secure micropayments in mobile data network after running these proposed protocols successfully.
 Goal 1: Mutual Authentication between the customer and the merchant  Goal 2: Anonymity  Goal 3: Confidentiality  Goal 4: Integrity  Goal 5: Immune from key guessing attacks  Goal 6: Secure micropayments on roaming
Feasibility
Practical protocols for secure mobile micropayments should suit mobile environment limitations, such as limited bandwidth of mobile network, limited computational capability and storage of mobile phone/smart card, etc. In AMA, most computational efforts are moved to wire network side without increasing communication effort in the air.
Scalability
AMA can support mobile commerce with large value if asymmetric signature is used. At that time, capabilities of mobile phone/smart card will be improved.
VI. Conclusion
A large portion of electronic commerce occurring in the mobile data network belong to the category of micropayments, such as ringing tone download, news subscription, etc. Although the amount of each single transaction in micropayments is small, the number of users and transactions is large. So, it is very useful for both the users and also the merchants. Credential centre (CC) and Clearing and settlement centre (CS) will have the possibility to leak information.
